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Pakliament Buildings,

Toronto.

To the Honourable John Strathearn Hendrie, C.V.O., a Lieutenant-Colonel

in the Militia of Canada, etc., etc., etc.,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour:

I beg to submit herewith the Thirty-third Annual Eeport of the Queen
Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission, 1918.

I have the honour to be.

Your Honour's most obedient servant,

W. D. McPherson,

Provincial Secretary.
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To the Honourable W. D. McPheeson, K.C, M.P.P., Provincial Secretary, Pro-

vince of Ontario, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith for presentation to the Legis-

lature of Ontario the Thirty-third Annual Eeport of the Commissioners for the

Queen A^ictoria Niagara Falls Park (being for the year 1918), together with the

statements of receipts and expenditures, and other documents connected with the

Iieport.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

, Your obedient servant,

P. W. Ellis,

Chairman.

Toronto, Ontario, February 15, 1919.
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THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

Commissioners for the Queen Victoria

Niagara Falls Park

To His Honour Colonel Sir John Stratheaen Hendrie, K.C.M.G., C.V.O.,

LL.D., etc.

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour:

The Conmiissioners for the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park System submit

herewith for the information of the Legislature, as required by Statute, the Thirty-

Third Annual Eeport, covering the administration of the system of parks and
boulevards along the Niagara Frontier for the fiscal year ending December 31st,

1918.

General.

With the close of another year—the fifth during which war conditions have

disturbed practically the whole world—the Commissioners have to again record

a period of inactivity in developing and improving the frontier park areas along

the Niagara Eiver from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario. The war itself, however, has

created problems more difficult of solution than the most extensive programme of

construction, and constant care has been required to adequately pratect the Park

interests and prepare for the altered conditions that are being ushered in with the

dawn of peace. The shortage of electric power has turned the eyes of the Province

upon Niagara Falls, seeking means for the generation of larger quantities of elec-

tricity for war industries, and the Commissioners have had to give approval to

emergency measures which were at variance with their general policy, but neverthe-

less necessaiy in the interests of the countn,- and the Empire. Apart from the

temporary measures to supplement the power needs, the larger scheme of the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of Ontario to develop the power possibilities of the

Niagara Eiver to the utmost will affect the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls ParK

System to an extent not hitherto disclosed. In the first instance it was thought that

The Park property would be touched at two locations only, namely, at the intake and
at the site for the power house, but now accessory works and accommodation con-

structions threaten to encroach upon the wooded area of the lower gorge. To under-

stand how serious this is, it must be remembered that the gorge of the Niagara

River is one of the few places in the world where wild and picturesque scenery still

remains intact, in a location that is easy of access for the thousands of our popula-

tion not able to visit the remote beauty spots of nature. Every effort, however, is

being exerted to confine the areas destroyed and to restore as far as may be the

natural features of the landscape.

[9]
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Canadian Niagaea Power Company.

The Canadian Niagara Power Company has proceeded with the alteration

works at the Intake from the Niagara Eiver throughout the year, and has now
practically completed the ice shield at the entrance to the intake, together with

some modifications of the forebay. The new ice shield is expected to relieve the

severe ice difficulties affecting the operation of the generating station in the winter

season. During the construction operations a considerable quantity of rock exca-

vation from the river bottom was temporarily deposited at the northerly end of the

entrance to the intake, thereby raising the water levels in the forebay. The
Company thereupon sought permission to maintain the material over the winter

of 1918-19 to gather data for the designing of a submerged weir, conditionally

authorized under the agreement with the Commissioners dated November 21st,

1912. The material will be allowed to remain until May 1st, 1919.

Approval was given to the construction of chambers for reactance coils

adjoining the power house on the westerly side. This apparatus will serve as a

protective measure for the generating machinery.

The Canadian Niagara Power Company continues to develop beyond its

authorized capacity of 100,000 electrical hOrse-power. The peak load for the half-

year ending April 30th, 1918, was 102,949 horse-power, and for the half-year

ending October 31st, 1918, 103,351 horse-power. Bental for the unauthorized

generation of power was tendered by the Company, but refused.

Ontario Power Company.

At the beginning of the year the Ontario Power Company, controlled by the

Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario since August 1st, 1917, made repre-

sentations respecting the power shortage throughout the Province and the very

serious situation being faced by those responsible for the manufacture of large

quantities of ammunition for war requirements in Europe. The appointment of Sir

Henry Drayton, Chairman of the Dominion Eailway Board, to act as Power Con-

troller with authority to distribute the total output of power to the best advantage

further emphasized the critical condition.

The Ontario Power Company proposed the installation of a third conduit

authorized under existing agreements. Instead, however, of an eighteen foot

conduit of permanent construction, it was planned to build a wooden structure

135^ feet in diameter in an open cut, to remain uncovered for a period of five

years and then removed and the Park surface restored. The plans also provided

for a surge tank of steel located north of the Administration Building and near

to the edge of the cliff. The Commissioners gave the most serious consideration

to the proposals, realizing on the one hand the tremendous need for power, and

on the other the sacrifice of Park interests involved. After laying the matter fully

before the Government, it was decided to approve of the plans upon the under-

standing that the Park surface be permanently restored on the completion of the

pipe from Table Eock northerly and from the gate house at the forebay to the

Power House of the Electrical Development Company. The surge tank location

was altered slightly to screen it more completely from view, and the power house

extension will correspond architecturally with the present building. The agree-

ment is for a period of five years from March 1st, 1918, and construction started

early in the year, but the severity of the winter impeded progress, and this, together

with the labor shortage, made it impossible to secure any relief in 1918. It will be

several months before power is available for commercial supply.
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The Ontario Power Company has not paid any of the fixed or additional

rentals due October 1st, 1918, and apart altogether from the dispute about the

method of measuring power to determine the rental payments, over $50,000 is now
owing.

Upon being requested to pay the ainount in default the Company has set up
the contention that its rights have been interfered with and destroyed by the Govern-

ment authorizing the Chippawa-Queenston canal construction. The first agreement

with the Ontario Power Company authorized the use of part of the Park proper

to develop power from water which the Company expected to obtain from the

Welland River. By a later agreement the Company secured the right to construct

an intake within the Park on the Xiagara River, and all of the power generated

.-iHA:*lr

•'>.-ir;

Snow-laden Trees, Queen Victoria Park.

is from that intake. One rental was agreed to for the enjoyment of the rights

under both agreements, and the Commissioners have done no act that would impair

any of the rights.

Electrical Development Company.

The Commissioners appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council to

enquire into the rights of the Electrical Development Company under the agree-

ment with the Park Commissioners dated 29th January, 1903, reported on April

25th, 1918. The report completely sustained the Park Commissioners' contention

that the Electrical Development Company is not entitled at any time to develop

more than 125,000 electrical horse-power for commercial use. The judicial enquiry

was not concerned with the dispute about rentals, and the Electrical Development
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Company refused to take part in the proceedings. To obtain a settlement, there-

fore, of differences that have arisen about rentals and the rights of the Company,

it was necessary to proceed with a Court action as provided in the agreement, and

this came to trial before Mr. Justice Middleton at the end of October. In addition

to the differences of opinion over rentals and the right to generate power, it came

to the knowledge of the Commissioners that an agreement had been made in 1908

between the Electrical Development Company and the Toronto Power Company,

whereby the latter Company was placed in charge of the operation of the Electrical

Development Company's plant in the Park. Objection was at once taken to this

action of the Electrical Development Company, and the Commissioners refused to

acknowledge the claim of the Toronto Power Company to the right to operate

works within the Park until the Court gives an opinion upon the procedure. From
this time on all dealings with the Toronto Power Company were conducted without

prejudice to the rights of the Commissioners,

The Electrical Development Company reported to the Commissioners for the

six months ending July 31st, 1918, an average generation of 134,010 horse-power,

which, even on the Company's interpretation of its contract rights, exceeds the

amount authorized under the agreement of 29th January, 1903. Additional rental

was tendered on the basis of the generation, and the Commissioners refused to

accept the money, pointing out that the Company was not in any case entitled to

generate beyond 125,000 electrical horse-power. The Toronto Power Company
then tendered a cheque for $32,500, the half-yearly rental for 125,000 electrical

horse-power, and a separate cheque for 9,010 electrical horse-power. In tendering

these two cheques the Toronto Power Company referred to orders of the Federal

Power Controller. The cheque for power generated beyond 125,000 horse-power

was returned, and tlie cheque for $32,500 is being held, under the advice of the

Solicitor.

Hydko Electric Pov^ek Commission.

In the Thirty-Second Annual Report attention was drawn to the works of the

Hydro Electric Power Commission and the diversion of water for the generation

of power near QueenstOn. An agreement has now been entered into between the

Park Commissioners and the Power Commission, reserving all of the rights of the

Park Commissioners as riparian owners of land along the Niagara River until

further negotiations take place.

The Power Commission is now applying for a railway connection from the

site of the Generating Station through the lower gorge to the Michigan Central

Railway in the Village of Queenston. The construction will destroy much of the

original forest growth so valuable to the Park System, but a route is being selected

that will screen the track to a large extent. There will also be power lines for

construction purposes that will require a temporary location upon lands controlled

by the Park Commissioners.

For the purpose of conducting hydraulic experiments in connection with the

Chippawa intake, the Power Commission were permitted to use the channel around

the Dufferin Islands during the summer season. Upon the channel bottom a

miniature intake was built, and careful observations made for use in the canal

scheme of power development to supply municipalities in the Niagara zone.

The Niagara Spanish Aerocar Company is still in default on its rentals under
the agreement authorizing the construction of an aerial tramway at the Whirlpool,
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and from the returns of revenue which have been made it appears that the operation

has not as yet proved successful. The failure is partially due to war conditions

curtailing travel to a minimum, and it still remains to see what effect peace con-

ditions will bring to the enterprise.

The Canadian Allis-Chalmers Company asked for and obtained permission to

construct an aerial transmission line across the Boulevard at the old shipyard

property north of Bridgeburg. The plant originally designed for the erection of

vessels was abandoned over ten years ago and the buildings used during later years

for fabricated steel construction. When the submarine menace bore so heavily

upon the ocean traffic, the Great Lakes shipyards were called upon to build the

smaller size of vessels for use between America and Europe. Several contracts

were obtained for the Shipyard plant upon the ]S3"iagara River.

Early Snow Storm, Queen Victoria Park.

The Canadian Niagara Bridge Company applied at the 1918 Session of the

Dominion Parliament for a charter to construct a bridge across the Niagara River

at some point in the Township of Willoughby or in the Township of Bertie. The
proposed bridge will cross the Boulevard along the upper Niagara River, and,

therefore, it was necessary to see that the Park Commissioners' interests were

protected. Upon representation being made at Ottawa, a clause was inserted in

the Bill before the House, requiring the approval of the Park Commissioners to

the structure, with a reference to the Dominion Railway Board in case an agree-

ment was not reached between the parties.

The International Bridge at Bridgeburg has been the subject of complaint

for many years, because of the abutment encroaching upon the Chain Reserve and
endangering traffic. Some efforts have been made to compel the removal of the
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abutment to eliminate the danger, but without success. The Commissioners are

preparing an application to the Dominion Railway Board, having as its purpose

the widening of the the roadway by filling into the Niagara River and making an
approach north and south to the main travelled highway.

Upon several subjects affecting Park interests, Mr. John C. Olmsted, Land-
scape Architect, was called in for consultation and advice. His summarized report

is included in the appendix.

The lease of landing privileges to the Maid of the Mist Steamboat Company,
renewed in 1908 for ten years, expired at the end of the year 1917. In considering

a further renewal of the lease, it was decided to increase the yearly rental from
$600 to $1,000. The term is made from year to year, terminable upon notice to

be given three months before the expiration of any yearly period.

The Park and Boulevard areas have been maintained to a high standard,

notwithstanding the difficulties created by the war and while labor has been scarce,

yet by selecting a good organization the return to peace finds the Park System
well equipped for reconstruction. Much progress is expected' upon projects tem-

porarily abandoned. A programme of work is being considered to assist in the

employment of those returning from service in Europe.

FiXAXCIAL.

The financial statements appended hereto show full details of receipts from
all sources and the expenditures necessary' for maintenance and improvement.

The fixed and additional rentals from the Ontario Power Company include

only the payments made for the half year ending March 31st, the whole of the

amount due September 30th being in arrears.

The International Railway Company failed to make payment of the quarterly

rental of $2,500.00 due December 1st, but has since forwarded the sum in arrears.

Not included in the revenue for the year is the sum of $32,500, tendered for

rental owing by the Electrical Development Company. This amount is being re-

tained by the Commissioners, under advice.

Upon capital account there was expended $10,836.16 and upon maintenance

$105,443.56, while sinking fund and interest upon debentures required $41,143.12.

The rising cost of labor and material has increasingly made itself more evident

in the last two years. In 1914 the full length of the Niagara River Boulevard

came under maintenance and the cost of labor and material for the several Parks

and Boulevards amounted to $62,100.11, which may be considered a typical year

prior to the war. In 1915 the cost of labor and material was $52,39T.ll and in

1916 $50,263.44. The reduced cost of these two years was due largely to reducing

the staff to the lowest proportions. Notwithstanding^ the reduction in the number

of men employed the rising cost brought the maintenance items up to $62,936.11

in 1917, and under substantially the same conditions the amount required in 1918

was $72,805.58. When conditions come back to normal, and the number of workmen
employed is increased to adequately take care of the different operations, it will

be seen that a considerable increase in the amount for maintenance will be required.

To operate the Restaurant in Queen Victoria Park the sum of $15,467.44 was

spent, but the receipts amounted to $16,742.43, leaving a credit balance of $1,274.99.

The balance of receipts over expenditures for the Restaurant is slightly less then

in 1917, but must be considered very satisfactoiy when it is remembered that the
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operations had to be carried on under the most stringent food regulations, and
with power company construction closing off the front of the building from the

public.

The special account deposited by the Electrical Development Company under

the agreement of 29th January, 1903, for maintaining water levels, now amounts

to $36,773.04, including the interest to date.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

P. W. Ellis, Chairman.

George H. Wilkes,

L. C. Raymond,

W. L. DORAN,

L. H. Clarke,

J. D. Chaplin,

H. Y. Grant,

Commissioners.

Niagara Falls, Ontario, January- 20th, 1919.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT, 1918.

RECEIPTS.

Balance in Imperial Bank, January 1st, 1918 $106,635 16

Canadian Niagara Power Company, rental $15,000 00

Canadian Niagara Power Company, additional rental 52,500 00

Ontario Power Company, rental 15,000 00

Ontario Power Company, interest on overdue rental 61 64

Ontario Power Company, additional rental 35,942 00
Ontario Power Company, interest on additional rental 103 39

Electrical Development Company, rental 15,000 00
Electrical Development Company, additional rental 31,590 05
International Railway Company, rental 7,500 00
T. W. Midforth, Queenston Heights Refreshment lease 700 00
T. W. Midforth, additional rental for 1917 16 63
Maid of the Mist Steamboat Company, rental 1,000 00
The Restaurant, total receipts 16,742 43
Lundy's Lane Burial fees 175 00
Fort Erie Garden, potatoes 378 10
Niagara River Boulevard, final payment, Fort Erie 1,547 77
Niagara River Boulevard, hay, apples and buildings " 336 00
Interest on deposits 4.350 51
Restaurant balance. 1916-17 2,983 04
Sundries 1,166 80

Balance in Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Account.
Restaurant inventory of foodstuffs, etc

$1,000 00
654 54

202,093 36

$308,728 52
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EXPENDITURES, I9l8.

Capital Account:
Queen Victoria Park:

Park equipment $2,559 54

New paint shop 1,032 90

Improvements to Administration Building and Police

Quarters 685 22

(Storage for Park Equipment 412 37
Office equipment 387 83
Trees and shrubs 293 27
New paths 232 89

]
Drainage, water supply and, sanitary fountains 185 55
Military Barricade 9 55

5,799 12
The Restaurant—Equipment 687 28

Niagara River Boulevard:
Grading, drainage and planting $1,958 67
Riprap protection 657 60

Niaoara Glen:
General improvements $384 69

2,616 27

384 69

Legal 170 00
Expert advice 1,178 80

Maintenance Account:
Administration

:

iSuperintendent and staff $17,840 00
Office supplies 670 65

Office expenses 899 88
Travelling expenses 385 29
Commissioners' expenses 321 65

$10,836 16

20,117 47
Guards and Caretakers:

Queen Victoria Park $6,824 90
Queenston 1,313 20
Niagara Glen 799 77
River Road and Chain Reserve 560 00
Lundy's Lane Burying Ground 813 72
Niagara River Boulevard 863 00
Fort Erie 1,120 12

12,294 71
ZTpkeep

:

Queen Victoria Park $44,813 84

Queenston 4,366 37
Niagara Glen 2,901 61
Whirlpool 62 87
Chain Reserve 351 52
River Road 482 12
Lundy's Lane Burying Ground 1,608 20

Niagara River Boulevard 17,242 09
Fort Erie 976 96

72,805 58

The Restaurant

:

Supplies, including kitchen $13,240 42
Management , 1,087 44
General expenses 1,139 58

15,467 44

Miscellaneous 225 80
Interest on debentures 32,143 12
Sinking Fund for 1918 9,000 00
Balance in bank, December 31st, 1918 135,838 24

$308,728 52
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SPECIAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT, 1903-1918.

For Maintaining Water Levels at Intake of Canadian Niagara Power Company and
International Railway Company.

1903—January 31st, deposited $25,000 00
1905—December 30th, interest, to date 2,288 41

$27,288 41

Less cost submerged weir 2,189 32

$25,099 09
1918—October 31st, interest to date 11,673 95

$36,773 04

STATEMENT OF DEBENTURE INDEBTEDNESS, AS AT DECEMBER 31st, 1918.

Authorized.
Issue of 1887 ^ . $525,000 00
Issue of 1894 75,000 00
Issue of 1908 100,000 00
Issue of 1909 200,000 00

Outstanding.
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REPORT OF THE PARK SUPERINTENDENT

To the Commissioners for the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Parle :

Gentlemen^—I submit herewith my Eleventh Annual Report for the year

ending December 31st, 1918, comprising a description of the works necessary

to maintain and expand the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park System.

General.

Two main features always associate themselves in the mind at the mention

of the word " Niagara," namely, power and beauty. The former has been empha-

sized by the construction of gigantic power houses, including huge generators

to supply the energy to propel our street cars, to turn the wheels of industry,

to illuminate the streets and homes, while in addition household tasks are now
performed by the silent current stealing along the wires. The power of Niagara

Falls has been harnessed in a manner worthy of the age in which we live, and

its development speaks in eloquent terms of the enterprise shown by the promoter,

the financier, and the engineer.

The beautiful and aesthetic features have on the other hand been treated

largely from the point of view of preserving nature in her original garb rather

than a wonderful development harnessing the forces of the earth and turning

them into definite channels for the education and pleasure of mankind. The
principle heretofore followed is well illustrated by the behavior of the Upper
Rapids and the Horseshoe Falls, which, except for slight modifications, are in a

state of nature. Because the problem has not been dealt with internationally

the Horseshoe Falls is rapidly trying to commit suicide, and a great measure of

success is attending the process. In fact, if nothing intervenes, considerable areas

at both extremities of the Falls will be dry rock, shorn of all the attractive

features created by ' the descending streams of water. This and other features

of Niagara might with intelligent design be guided into courses serving man's

welfare instead of roving uncontrolled. Let it not be understood that natural

beauty is to be scorned or nature's methods despised, but rather that the vast

resources of the Creator, whether they be of power or beauty, must be shaped

and regulated even as man himself is controlled, if the highest ideals are to

be realized.

Added to the Maintenance appropriation each year is a sum set apart for

improvement and advancement, and this represents the progressive expansion

necessary to mould the system of Parks and the individual features into a thing

of service, meeting the modern requirements of the people of Ontario. During

each of the war years, 1915, 1916, 1917, and again in 1918, a number of new
constructions and increased facilities were included in Capital expenditure, only

to be left over for the succeeding year, due to the stress of war conditions. Less

than one-quarter of the improvements provided for last year were completed,

but with the cessation of hostilities many works will be included in the pro-

gramme outlined for consideration by the Commissioners, and it is believed

that a goodly number will be authorized at the beginning of 1919.

Queen Victoria Park.

Many changes throughout the Park System may be observed since the first

year of war. Capital expenditure has been reduced to the smallest possible pro-

portions. Maintaining of roads, grounds and structures has been kept to a
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standard that cannot be further degraded without serious loss in the years to

come. No increase in the park area has been attempted. But perhaps the most

notable change is in the labor situation, where the search for younger men to

take up the needs of war has left only the older employees to perform the work
necessary to keep the Parks in condition. Foresight in engaging a few good

artisans above the average standard in each department has resulted in the

saving of many dollars, and a satisfactory degree of eflficiency, where loss and

impairment might be expected.

The Administration Building was originally designed and erected to serve

the purpose of a casino, and it was after its completion that the executive offices

of the Park Commissioners were moved into the building, which was altered

Lilac and Spirea edged with Darwin Tulips, Queen Victoria Park.

in some particulars to suit the new use of floor space. In practically all cases

of this kind unsatisfactory results may be looked for, and here we find no excep-

tion to the general rule. At the time the change was made scarcely any addition

was made to the area needed for official purposes, and with the large extensions

in territory and the increased amount of work, due to the Park Commissioners'

relations with the Power Companies, the office room is now totally inadequate

for the needs, and much of the time of the staff is lost due to cramped conditions

and lack of separate rooms. To partially remedy the defect a photograph gallery

was secured several years ago in the second story and altered to provide a drafting

room. Later an additional room, used by the Lessee of Eestaurant privileges,

was obtained, but lack of direct communication makes the plant less serviceable

than it should be, and the importance of the Commissioners' trust demands suit-

able headquarters.
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The Police Force, in the re-arrangement of building accommodation, was

left without provision except in the furnace room in the interior of the base-

ment, where no outside light entered, but some re-designing has improved this

situation. To provide headquarters for the Police staff, alterations were made
at the south-east corner of the building where a ladies' rest room containing

some five hundred square feet of floor space was located. About one-third of

this room adjoining the main corridor was taken for Police offices, still leaving

Ji rest room of ample dimensions. A doorway had to be cut through the outside

main wall to give •access to the rest room, and the Police office obtained entrance

through an existent door to the interior of the building. Heat is provided from
the central plant for the Administration and Eefectory building. The new office

is also used for paying the employees, and altogether serves a very useful purpose.

The shops and works center originally consisted of a blacksmith shop and
coinpartments for a small road roller and hand tools. Later a drive shed was
built for the accommodation of horses and vehicles from the agricultural districts

surrounding Niagara Falls, but with the coming of the automobile it served its

original purpose less each year, and finally was scarcely needed at all. Part of

it has been turned into a garage, and the remainder into an open shed for Park
apparatus. It is proposed that a second portion of the building be enclosed for

Park equipment, now exposed more or less to the weather.

A paint shop was added to the works centre during the year. It consists

of a detached frame building with shingle sides and roof. The shingles were

creosoted in green, and with the white trim a neat and presentable appearance

is given to that part of the working court. The paint shop is similar in style

to the carpenter shop, and so designed that it may be moved and utilized for

another purpose when a new and more complete set of work buildings is under-

taken.

The Rose garden continues to gain in popularity, and with its large variety

of Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals is a wealth of bloom from early in the

month of June. Notwithstanding the difficulty in obtaining Eoses, due to the

war, many additions were made to the beds and a number of standard Eoses

introduced. These when budded with weeping varieties prove very graceful and

attractive among the shorter spreading stock. To hold the climbing subjects^

neat posts have been designed to harmonize with the general effect of the garden,

and these have been erected in positions selected to produce the most pleasing

effects when one approaches the garden.

The proper location of paths in Parks and grounds is a subject requiring

much thought and care. No matter how well a path may be built or what

pains are bestowed upon its appearance, it will rarely be used if improperly

placed, and no amount of policing or signs will induce the public to vary from

the direct way between objectives. It is important then to consider the use of a

pathv.'ay system and design it to be of the greatest utility in the first instance,

rather than to emphasize the beautiful layout to the exclusion of direct benefit.

Fortunately the useful path may be just as becoming to the landscape as any-

other, and, therefore, serves two purposes at one and the same time. A direct

path does not of necessity mean a straight unvarying line, although tangents

have their place in a pathway scheme, but it does demand that no useless curves

be introduced for the mere sake of appearance. A new walk to serve the Jolly

Cut entrance was made and runs in a northerly direction to join with the main

drive, providing a short route toward the Mowat Gate. A foundation of broken

stone was covered with clean cinders, and the junction with the main roadway
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was pleasingly treated by flanking the sides of the new path with spacious beds

of Hydrangeas. These beautiful shrubs will take the place of an older bed at the

Murray Eavine, abandoned after years of bloom owing to deterioration.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission obtained the use of the Dufferin

Islands channel for experimental purposes during the summer months, and to

construct the necessary apparatus, a model of the intake works for the Chippawa-
Queenston Hydro-Electric development, the water supply from the forebay of

the Ontario Power Company had to be completely closed. After the miniature

intake was completed only a small supply of water could be permitted to enter

the Duflferin Islands channel during observations, and in consequence this beauti-

ful waterway was in an unattractive state for the whole of the season. The use

of the channel by the Power Commission had the further effect of seriously

interfering with the bathing facilities, because of the diminished flow of the

stream. The bath houses have been almost altogether out of commission during

the several war years owing to the Park being barricaded off to protect the

highly important power plants in their work of supplying electric current to the

munition manufacturers of the south-western part of Ontario. The armistice,

signed on November 11th, brought to a close the protective features which had
been put into effect since August, 1914, and greatly added to in 1916. By the

beginning of December it was found safe to open the barricade entirely to public

travel, and it only remains now to remove the structure consisting of light

scantling and barbed wire. Efforts will be made to sell this material at salvage

value.

Further reconstruction of the greenhouse plant was carried on, the palm
house and fern house being renewed entirely. While this work was under way
changes were made in the heating system to enable the two hot water boilers to

be operated separately, in order that part of the greenhouse space might be closed

down during the winter of 1918-19, and thus co-operate with the Fuel Controller

in saving coal. Eepairs were also made to the cold frames, flower boxes, and
tubs, while twenty-four (24) plant tubs of Cypress were added to the equip-

ment, the wood being creosoted to withstand the continual wetting. The Gar-

dener's house, adjacent to the greenhouse, had its interior entirely overhauled

during the month of January. It was papered throughout and the woodwork and
floors painted and varnished.

The operations of the Ontario Power Company in constructing No. 3 pipe

line required the handling of large quantities of material, and for a great deal

of this work motor trucks were used. The effect upon the main drive through

the Park was very noticeable, particularly in the mild wet weather of the fall

and early winter months. The Park road had not been constructed to withstand

heavy traffic of this character, because there is no necessity for an expensive

type of road to carry the ordinary traffic. Much damage has been done which

will require a complete rebuilding of many parts of the driveway. Pending the

completion of Power Company operations, only the lightest kind of patching

to the road surface was carried on. The third pipe line construction opened up a

trench some eighteen (18) feet in width for over a mile in length from Dufferin

Islands to the front of the Administration Building, and at the northerly end

of the pipe there has been located a steel surge tank sixty (60) feet in dia-

meter and over seventy (70) feet in height above the ground level. For the

purpose of screening this unsightly structure trees from the space it occupies

were moved to the northerly side to break the rectangular lines seen on approach.
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Evergreens from the front of Overflow structures Numbers 1 and 2 had to be

removed to permit of the trench being excavated, and these were used in other

parts of the Park.

At the northerly limit of the Park and at the westerly side toward the bluff

where the old Maples are deteriorating, it will be but a short time before some
of them must be removed, and to take their place smaller specimens have been

planted to grow up and preserve the present wooded area.

The display of Calceolarias was held in the City Hall again owing to the

I'ark being barricaded, and the voluntary contributions were given to the Red
Cross Committee of the City, after deducting tlie expenses. The Chrysanthemums
were likewise exhibited at the City Hall, and the plants sold by the Red Cross

Committee.

The large walking type of motor lawn mower assisted very materially in

taking care of the grass cutting on the lawn areas, and it proved fairly satis-

factory from an operating point of view. This type of machine it appears will

The result from crossing a pink-flowerei seedling of Begonia Gigantea Rosea and B.
Gracilis alba with B. Nitida alba. Upper row dark pink. Lower row pink

with deeper pink band edging the petals.

obviate the necessity of using horse mowers very soon, and it has the further

advantage of costing only the interest upon investment when standing idle.

The pruning and trimming ©f the trees was actively continued during the

winter months, and much attention was given to the chaining of the limbs

together, where high winds and ice conditions would likely endanger the safety

of the trunk by splitting it down.

There are three bridges on the line of the International Railway to carry

the tracks across the inlet and outlet channels at Dufferin Islands, and due to the

difficulty of obtaining materials the Hydro-Electric Power Commission has been

in negotiation for the purpose of obtaining the structures. They are high truss

types of bridge favored by bridge builders many years ago, but entirely out of

keeping with the pretensions of the Park property surrounding Niagara Falls.

When alterations were made in the vicinity of the Dufferin Islands in conformity

with the agreement between the Park Commissioners and the Ontario Power

Company, dated June 28th, 1902, it was intended ultimately to alter the align-
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inent of the International Railway tracks to avoid the right angle turn at the

Burning Springs embankment. That work, however, was never carried out, and

.should an arrangement with the Power Commission be reached it would afford

an opportunity to build new bridges of a shorter span and better the track.

The location of large factories in the vicinity of Niagara Falls is usually

hailed with delight, and press comments call attention to the large number of

employees that will be used, resulting in a considerable increase to the population

of the district. Rarely does any discussion take place upon the class of by-

product and refuse to be wasted, although looking to the future it is most

important. Particularly is this true of the upkeep of Park lands where many
thousands of dollars of damage may be done and many years of labor spoiled,

before remedial measures can be taken. For some years a serious loss of tree

growth has been noticed in the vicinity of the Whirlpool, and for a considerable

width running in a north-eastly direction practically all of the natural trees have

been killed. This direction is that of the prevailing wind. The damage has now
proceeded to and upon Park property, and from observations much loss of the

natural woods in the gorge immediately north of the City of Niagara Falls may
be looked for. The same condition applies to trees in the vicinity of the Dufferin

Islands, where the prevailing wind from another plant causes the dust and

obnoxious gases to settle. A third plant at Chippawa is likely also to affect

the Park trees west of the Chippawa Creek.

As in previous years the advice of a Consulting Landscape Architect was

sought for several subjects of unusual importance. The method of using con-

sulting advice is to prepare all of the material and the recommendations that

are made by the staff, and then to have them criticized by an outstanding man
of ability, w^ho is recognized sls having a wide knowledge of the subjects under

discussion. The services of Mr. John C. Olmsted were used in connection with

the plans of the Welland River Intake of the Hydro-Electric Pow'er Commission,

vyhere Park property will be affected. There were several matters in connection

with the Niagara River Boulevard which he was asked to comment upon. One
very important plan was the method of re-arranging the Dufferin Islands channel

constructed in the early days of the power development by the Ontario Power
Company. It is unfortunate that the landscape features were not submitted at

that time for critical advice, for it doubtless would have resulted in easier slopes to

the water's edge instead of the stiff formal treatment which has now to be replaced.

It appears that some of this work will have to be done in an experimental form, a

close watch being kept upon the results as they grow from day to day. Particularly

is this true of the Islands in mid-channel, where the surface is raised higher than is

warranted by the surface of the water. It is satisfactory to note that only in

slight details have our own suggestions been modified by Mr. Olmsted, but it is of

material assistance to have the plans thoroughly criticized before commencing
new work.

Qdeenston.

The amount of expenditure upon Maintenance account at Queenston Heights

Park shows a large increase over the preceding year. Part of this is due to

increased wages, and a . considerable amount is the result of completely over-

hauling the interior of the Caretaker's dwelling. Originally this small stone

building was the lodge at the entrance gates to the monument grounds. Later

the gates were mov< I to another site, because the main roadwav entrance was
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abandoned for a better location and a small frame structure was added to the

building to make it suitable for the Caretaker in charge of the grounds. Before

long it is expected that a new dwelling must be erected, but in the meantime
the present premises must be kept in repair. All of the papering was renewed
after repairing the plaster, and the whole of the interior woodwork painted.

The Restaurant building was entirely repainted and the service quarters

rearranged to better advantage. The pavilion, flag poles and gun carriages were

also treated to a coat of paint.

The trees and shrubs were systematically pruned, and the trees on the out-

skirts of the ball ground were trimmed to a symmetrical habit. To remove insect

pests spraying operations were resorted to.

The new Ideal gasoline mower, replacing an older one of smaller dimensions,

did good service and assisted materially with the very difficult labor problem.

NiAGAEA Glen.

Operations connected with tlie complete repair of the pathway system at

Niagara Glen were carried on throughout the year and during the fall and
winter months. Rustic seats were repaired and the main path along the river's

edge toward the Whirlpool was elevated above high water by blasting overhanging

rock from the upper level. Four new toilets were added to the equipment, which

still needs modernizing to adequately cope with the situation.

Fort Erie.

For the purpose of using land that has not yet been laid out, an experiment

was tried at Fort Erie in the raising of vegetables. The front lands were planted

in potatoes, yielding some four hundred and twenty (420) bushels, while the

rear and poorer soil was used for beans, where thirty-two hundred (3,200) pounds

were liarvested. The potatoes were sold at prevailing prices, but the beans have

been kept for the seed market. Some gain will result from the work, although

the distance from headquarters was an unfavorable factor to be contended with.

The land, however, has been cleaned for seeding purposes, and is in a much
better condition for permanent planting.

Niagara River Boulevard.

When the roadway for the Niagara River Boulevard was constructed the

larger culverts were extended from the water's edge only as far as the westerly

gutter, and it has been the intention to carry these through to the westerly

boundary of the Park property. A start upon this work was made during the

summer, but it had to be abandoned owing to lack of labor.

Riprap along the shore to protect it against erosion was built for a distance

of some nine hundred (900) feet, and several readjustments of the older portions

were completed. This work has to be continued at various points during each

year, depending upon the river^s tendency to wash away the earth banks. Due

to wind and change in current directions the banks endangered alter from time

to time.

Regular repairs to the road surface were systematically carried on through-

out the summer season. All of the small holes and depressions were thoroughly

cleaned out and painted with tar, afterwards being filled with stone mixed with
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tar, and the whole rolled to a true grade. Where settlements had taken place

adjai^ent to culverts, the metal from the roadway was excavated and a compact
lining placed in position and the surface restored.

The small macadam connection under the International Bridge at Bridge-

burg was renewed and the curbing on the easterly side of the concrete pavement
just south of the International Bridge had to be repaired due to a settlement in

the heavy fill extending to the water's edge.

The principal damage to the Boulevard roadway system was between the

Village of Chippawa and the Burning Springs embankment at the south limit

of Queen Victoria Park. The Ontario Power Company, now controlled by the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission, used this stretch of road for trucking large

quantities of gravel in connection with the construction of No. 3 pipe line. The
volume of traffic and the weight of vehicle cut through the bituminous carpet

treatment, extending into the road metal to the very foundation. Owing to the

wet and mild weather the damage was quite extensive, and it will cost a consider-

able sum to restore the road to a good condition. The Hydro-Electric Power
Commission has agreed to pay for the cost of the work.

A start was made on pruning and trimming the young trees along the

Boulevard, and about one-third of the complete planting has been put into good

condition. The trees, including the orchard at Usher's Creek, were all sprayed

with arsenate of lead to cope with the attacks from insects. The old Poplar

trees at the south side of Frenchman's Creek have been removed, because they

were infected with disease, to such an extent that they were rapidly dying.

During the month of October the employees of the International Railway

Company were on strike to secure higher wages, and the service over the Park
and River division between Chippawa and Queenston was entirely out of com-

mission from October 3rd to October 22nd. The Ontario Railway and Municipal

Board were appealed to for the purpose of compelling the Company to provide

a service, and after three hearings an order was made directing that passenger

cars fJiould be run on Monday, October 21st. A partial service was given from

this time until the end of the strike, when the full schedule was again restored.

The International Railway Company is applying for an increase in passenger

fares due to the increasing cost of supplies and labor. If a new schedule is

put into effect it will require the joint approval of the Park Commissioners and

the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. Jackson,

Superintendent.

January 20th, 1919.
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REPORT OF CHIEF GARDENER.

To the Superintendent of the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park System.

Dear Sir,—I submit herewith a report of some of the experiments which have

been conducted in the Horticultural Department with flowering plants.

Since the year 1915 various experiments Avith Begonias along the lines of

Mendel's investigations have been carried out in the greenhouses of the Queen
Victoria Park. As far as these experiments, which have been very carefully per-

formed, are concerned they substantiate Mendel's Law almost absolutely in the

genus. Not only are the percentages in some cases absolute, but other interesting

factors have appeared which would lead one to believe that were these " clues
"

followed out in careful experimentation, information of value would come to light.

Experiment A.

The first cross made was that of Begonia semperflorens gigantea rosea, a tall

plant with B gracilis alba of a dwarfer nature. The former, as the name implies,

having rose pink flowers, and the latter of pure white. Seeds from this cross were

sown in March of 1917, and gave in the first filial generation (Fl) a number of

plants, all of which bore pink flowers varying from light pink to intense rose pink

and were slightly taller than the white or pollen parent.

From the hybrids Fl, two plants were selected—No. 1, one of symmetrical

shape with flowers of a light pink colour; the other. No. 2, an ordinary form

of a rather darker colour of pink. These plants were, during June of 1917, each

pollinated with their own pollen. A seed pod from each was selected, and the

seeds were sown during August of the same year. No. 1 plant, the light pink, gave

twenty-eight (28) seedlings, seven (7) with dark rose pink flowers, fourteen (14)

with light pink flowers, and seven (7) that could not possibly be classed other

than white, although at times a very faint pink tinge was discernible on one or

two. Thus in the second filial generation (F2), there was exactly seventy-five

(75) per cent, of pinks, and twenty-five (25) of whites. In this generation the

pinks (dominants) were generally taller than the whites (recessives). The former

averaging about twenty-four (24) inches, and the latter fifteen (15) to eighteen

(18) inches.

From the ordinar}- appearing plant (No. 2) of the Fl generation with the dark

pink flowers, fifty (50) seedlings were obtained as a result of sowing the seeds

from one seed vessel. While still in the seedling stage ten (10) of these were

killed by a fungus. After repotting the plants another died, leaving in all thirty-

nine (39). These plants flowered at the same time as those of No. 1 plant, and

it was found that there were ten (10) dark pinks, or twenty-five (25) per cent.,

twenty (20) light pinks, or fifty (50) per cent.-, and nine (9) whites, or approxi-

mately twenty-five (25) per cent. In this case the loss of eleven (11) of the

seedlings previously mentioned may have somewhat altered the percentages, but

it is doubtful if materially.

From two different plants of the white recessives of the F2 generation (pro-

geny of No. 1 plant), two seed vessels were selected, and from the F2 generation

of No. 2 plant, one seed vessel, the plants having previously been pollinated with

their own pollen. The seeds of these were sown on February 14th of the year

1919. Eighteen (18) seedlings were allowed to flower from each seed vessel. All
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of these proved to be white, and of a dwarf nature. Thus the recessives of both

Xo 1. and Xo. 2 plants bred one hundred (100) per cent, pure, in the F3
generation.

Two seed vessels were likewise selected from two of the pink dominants of

the F2 generation of No. 1 plant, a dark pink and a light pink form, the flowers,

as in the case of the whites, having been self pollinated. (As lack of space forbade

raising plants from the pink dominants of the r2 generation of Xo. 2 plant, this

was not done.) The seeds were, like the recessives, sown on February 14th. The

seed from the dark pink flower gave twenty-three (23) plants, all of which by

a close study proved to be pink. This dark flowered pink would appear to be

1^^9^AmHJ^#
\ i

Second generation (Progeny of the ordinary No. 2 Plant), comprising 39 plants.

Upper row dark pink. Two middle rows light pink. Lower row
pure white.

the " homozygote " or constant dominant form. From the other seed vessel seventy-

one (71) plants were successfully grown. They flowered during June of 1919,

and gave the following: eighteen (18) dark pinks, pure dominants, or twenty-five

(25) per cent., thirty-five (35) light pinks, or approximately fifty (50) per cent,

impure dominants, and eighteen (18) pure whites, or twenty-five (25) per cent.

The whites, strangely, were tall and thus dominant as far as tallness was concerned,

but recessive to colour.

When fully grown the plants of this generation were measured, the dark domin-

ant pinks averaged twenty-four (24) inches in height, none being less than twenty
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(20) inches, or more than twenty-eight (28). Twenty-seven (27) of the light

pink dominants averaged twenty-four (24) inches in height, and eight (8) averaged

eighteen (18) inches in height, and were impurely tall, resembling the white

recessives bred from the recessives in all but colour of the flowers. The whites,

like the dark dominant pinks, averaged twenty-four (24) inches in height. The

whole F3 generation generally substantiated Mendel's Law.

A New Factor.—One interesting factor which may later prove to be equally

as useful as interesting appeared in the forementioned experiments, and was

noticed during the period of germination of the seeds of the F2 generation. In

the case of both No. 1 and No. 2 plants, the first recessive seedling was not visible

until about one week after many of the dominant seedlings had appeared. As

previously stated, the seeds were sown on February 14th, 1919. A fair percentage

of the dominants germinated by the 20th, six days after sowing, but nof one of

the recessive seedlings appeared before February 26th, twelve days after sowing.

Very careful watch was kept as to the time of flowering of both the dominant

and recessive types. The latter appeared to flower at about the same time as the

dominants, but their flowering period did not last so long as the latter. Generally

the recessives exhibited a lack of vigour when compared with the dominants of the

same generation. From the dominants of the FS generation, further generations

will be raised to ascertain whether other factors of note as well as those Mendelian

will occur.

Experiment B.

When in 1917 the seedlings of the cross of Begonia semperflorens gigantea

rosea with Begonia gracilis alba showed that in the first generation Mendel's Law
applied, one of the pink seedlings was chosen, and crossed on July 24th, with

Begonia nitida alba (white), thus introducing another species. The results from

the cross without doubt substantiate the law. The Fl hybrid crossed with B nitida

alba gave in the first generation sixteen (16) seedlings, eight (8) of which were

dark pink, and eight (8) with pink centres, but with a deeper pink band around

the circumference of the petals, or one hundred (100) per cent, of pinks. The
nseeds were sown on the 24th of August, 1917, and the plants flowered during April

of 1918. The eight (8) dark pinks were somewhat taller than the banded pinks,

hut none of the latter could be called really dwarf.

Five flowers of different plants of this generation were self pollinated, two of

the tall pure pink flowered ones, and three of the banded pinks. The seeds from

these five different seed vessels were sown in separate receptacles in April of 1919.

One of the tall pure pink flowered plants gave in the F2 generation fifty-three (53)

plants, all pure pink with two exceptions; these were white, and all were tall. Tall

pure pink fiowered plant No. 2 gave thirty-one (31) plants, all pure pinks, but one,

which was white, and all tall. It would appear that in these two cases the two

tall pink flowered plants were pure dominants, that is, pure to colour and to tall-

ness, and will probably breed true to these characters in the F3 generation.

The Banded Pinks.—In the case of the three banded pinks (the- seeds of which

were sown at the same time as the tall pinks, but in separate receptacles), the

results were as follows : Seed vessel No. 1 from the lightest coloured and impurely

tall pink plant gave seventy-four (74) seedlings, composed of nineteen (19) dark

handed pinks, or twenty-six (26) per cent., thirty-six (36) light banded
pinks, composed of twenty-one (21) tails and fifteen (15) impure tails, or about

forty-eight (48) per cent, and nineteen (19) whites, recessives, or twenty-six (26)
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per cent, in the F3 generation. Banded pink, Fl, Xo. 2 plant, the darkest of the

banded pinks gave thirty (30) seedlings, eight (8) dark banded pinks, or twenty-

seven (27) per cent., twelve (13) light banded pinks and two (2) pure pinks,

composed of seven (7) tails and seven (7) impure tails, or forty-six (46) per

cent., and eight (8) white recessives, or twenty-seven (27) per cent.

As a check upon experiment No. 2, that of the five seed vessels selected from

the pure pinks and the banded pinks, sixteen (16) seed vessels were selected, one

from each of the plants of the Fl generation. These seeds were carefully mixed,

and all sown together in a large seed pan on February 14th, 1919, at the same

time as the Fl of the experiment in question. Forty-eight (48) seedlings only

were grown, as there was not space for a larger number, and when these flowered

they did so in the following proportions: twelve (12) dark pink dominants, or

twenty-five (25) per cent., twenty-four (24) light pinks, composed of twelve (12)

tails and twelve (13) impure tails, or fifty (50) per cent, impure dominants, and

twelve (12) pure white recessives, or twenty-five (35) per cent. These percentages,

as far as colour is concerned, are absolute. The pinks in this case were composed

of both banded and. pure pink kinds.

Another New Factor.—During the experiment No. 2, a probable new factor

occurred in the progeny of the two tall pink plants. A curious " crinkle " appeared

on the edges of the petals of many of the plants. The plants which showed this

character were generally dwarfer than the ordinary flowered plants, several of them

being so daintily crinkled as to suggest that they were subjects of more than ordinary

horticultural value. One of these crinkled plants was crossed with another crinkled

one> and some have been self pollinated, and should the seed prove fertile future

generations will probably offer the solution of the problem, or at least indicate

whether the factor of crinkledness, like that of dwarfness, is a recessive character, or

a dominant one, like tallness over dwarfness, or a dark colour generally over a

light one.

Experiments With Narcissi.

For purposes of experimentation twenty-six (36) varieties of Narcissi bulbs

were imported from Holland, and were planted in the trial grounds of the Queen
Victoria Park. The object was to ascertain whether or not Narcissi could be

profitably grown in Southern Ontario. The results of the experiment are tabulated,

and will show at a glance the rate of increase of saleable bulbs. Only the percent-

age of increase is actually given, the word decrease having simply been inserted

to indicate a decrease. The rate of increase in the last column but one is over

the original number of bulbs planted in 1917, all of which were large and saleable.

Summing up the totals at the bottom of the columns, it will be found that the

experiment started with 3,090 bulbs. Th&se were planted and when harvested

gave 3,255 saleable bulbs, an increase of 165 over the original number, and also

2,052 small bulbs or offsets. In 1918, 5,307 large and small bulbs were planted,

and these, when harvested, gave 3,610 saleable bulbs, an increase of 355 over the

large bulbs produced the previous year, and also 2,491 small bulbs, an increase

of 439 over the small bulbs of the previous year. The total increase of saleable

bulbs harvested during 1919 over those originally planted in 1917 is 520. This,

however, does not represent all the value, for we find that there was also a total

of small bulbs harvested during 1919, numbering 3,491. When these are planted

during the fall of 1919, they should give a goodly percentage of saleable bulbs,

as well as many small ones. The last column shows the number of diseased bulbs,

which are not included in the percentages.
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Briefly the value of the experiment may be shown by saying that 3,090 sale-

able bulbs produced in two years 6,101 saleable and small bulbs, and though not

conducted on a large scale it is hoped that from the experiment information of

value may be gleaned by those who are interested.

It will be noted that certain varieties show a large increase of saleable bulbs.

These are the vigourous varieties, and upon the factor of vigour would appear to

depend the chance of success with growing bulbs in Southern Ontario. This,

however, does not imply that those which show the highest percentage increase

are always the most vigorous. Cenerally those which show a 30 to 75 per cent.

^ '^^'«--^l^%•'»-

»JW9^

Second generation (Progeny of Number 1, the light pink plant), comprising 28 plants.

Upper row dark pink. Two middle rows light pink: Lower row pure white.

increase have been found very vigorous. Among these may be mentioned Empress

and Emperor (although in the first year a decrease of large bulbs of Emperor is

shown), Sir Watkyn, Orange Phoenix, and Von Sion. Double Nose, the last

mentioned, gave 100 per cent, increase. It is quite possible that all the Von Sion

varieties may generally be found to be of excellent vigour, for one of them, the

single flowered variety, in the final percentages shows an increase of 371/^ per cent.

It is a significant fact that out of the twenty-six (26) varieties tested twelve

(12) show an increase of saleable bulbs in the first year, or about 46 per cent.,

while in the second year sixteen (16) show an increase, or about 61 per cent.

It is also a fact that other varieties show a decrease, and in many cases are probably
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uusuited for commercial purposes in Canada. Tiiis, however, should not prove

a source of discouragement, as Canadians are not attempting to grow bulbs for

to-day, but are trying to develop an industry which will be of economic importance

in the lifetime of future generations, therefore we can afford to discard the weaker

types, and grow those which will increase. And not only so for the vigorous kinds

may be used for crossing and from these may arise a race of Narcissus, which
like the Gladioli, which have largely been developed in Canada, will be in demand
whenever Narcissi are grown for decorative purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

H. J. Moore,

Chief Gardener.

December 20th, 1919.

TABLE TO SHOW RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT WITH NARCISSI BULBS.

1917-1918.

Narcissus Varieties
Original

I

No. of Bulbs!

Planted Saleable

Number Harvested

Trumpet Major
Golden Spur
Princeps
Von Sion, Double Nose

" " flowered
" Single

Victoria bicolor

Sir Watkyn
Empress
Emperor
Glory of Leiden
Ineomparabilis
Sulphur Phoenix
Ineomparabilis "Beauty"
Barri conspicuus
S tella Superba
Orange Phoenix
Alba Plena
Single Jonquil, Giant Campernelle
Jonquil, Double yellow
Poeticus Ornatus
Poetaz Irene

" Elvira
" Sunset

Profusion
Aspacia

100
300
100
100
200
200
200
100
100
200
100
100
1.50

100
70
100
100
100
100
100
200
50
50
60
60
50

3,090

81
335
117
116
224
206
300
150
160
183
75

140
133
46
54

140
130
80
70
65
200
40
30
80
50
50

3,255

Small

88
152
61
68
99
134
52
61
70

190
50
43
72
55
50
66
49
79
80
62
136
76
34
52
95
78

2.052

I
% Increase of

{Saleable Bulbs

Decrease

n%
16%
12%
3%

•50%

.50%

60%
Decrease

40%
Decrease

40%
30%
Decrease

No

33i%
Decrease

No •'
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TABLE TO SHOW KESULTS OF EXPERIMENT WITH NARCISSI BULBS.

1918-1919.

Narcissus Varieties

No. of Large
and Small

Bulbs
Planted

Number Harvested

Saleable Small

% Increase of

Saleable Bulbs
over original

Number

No. of

Diseased
Bulbs

Trumpet Major
Golden Spur
Princeps
Von Sion, Double Nose

" " flowered
" Single

Victoiia bicolor

Sir Watkyn
Empress
Emperor '.

Glory of Leiden
Incomparabilis
Sulphur Phoenix
Incomparabilis "Beauty"
Barri conspicuus
Stella Superba
Orange Phoenix
Alba Plena
Single Jonquil, Giant Campernelle,
Jonquil, Double yellow
Poeticus Ornatus
Poetaz Irene

Elvira
" Sunset
" Profusion.
" Aspacia

169
487
178
184
323
340
352
211
230
373
125
183
205
101
104
206
179
159
150
127
336
116
64

132
145
128

5,307

90
333
60

200
230
275
220
189
162
333
40
92

129
117
70
120
175
106
75

106
164
30
60
52
100
82

3,610

145
86

100
156
182
198
129
130
79
86
63
76

120
64
40

110
87
97
103
88

160
23
30
43
45
51

2,491

Decrease
11%
Decrease
100%
15%
37J %
10%
30%
62%
66J%
Decrease

17%
Decrease
20%
75%
6%
Decrease
6%
Decrease

20%
Decrease

66S%
64%

2
29
23

"X
4

36
5
3
10
10
20
2
3
3
1

"4'

2
1

"9*

4
6
7
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EEPORT OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

16th December, 1918.

Mr. John H. Jackson,

Superintendent Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Parle,

Niagara Falls, Ontario.

Deak Sir,—As requested, I submit this summary of advice on matters of

landscape design given during 1918.

The operations and plans of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

have given rise to the most serious questions of design.

Welland River Inlet.

In reviewing the plans of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission for this

improvement, it appeared that a curved jetty would present a more harmonious

and park-like effect, and a plan was submitted for a revised line. The present

route of the boulevard, in this vicinity, was evidently devised to utilize the existing

highway bridge over the Welland River and, as far as possible, to use existing

streets leading to it. The arrangement answers as an economical makeshift, but

looking to the future it cannot be regarded with satisfaction, because it is round

about and turns away from the bank of the Niagara River, to follow which is

the main purpose of the boulevard, and becomes mixed up with more or less

ugly and incongruous conditions and utilitarian real estate. A tentative plan

was therefore prepared for a location for a new parkway draw bridge as near as

might be to the general trend of the shore of Niagara River, and for a graceful

and convenient route for the shore drive. It was suggested that a narrow strip

of land along the north bank of the Welland River, from the existing highway
bridge to the jetty, be acquired by the Park Commission for a public walk and
for planting to partially screen the ugly terminal structures and track yards of

the International Railway. It was also suggested that the street between this yard

and private property be widened and strips for two rows of trees provided, and
that the subdivision and occupation of adjoining private land (which would be in

part at least suitable, eventually, for stores) should be controlled by restrictions

or agreements, so that the frontage may be dignified and even handsome. A site

for a passenger terminal for the International Railway was suggested. The imme-
diate object of this plan was, however, to indicate to the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission the desirability of filling the new shore out more at the present mouth
of the Welland River in order to provide for the future realignment of the river

drive.

The Boulevard.
'

Two recommendations were made in connection with the boulevard or river

drive. One was that a comprehensive study plan should be made for discussion

with owners of adjoining land for a system of highways, more particularly for

a boulevard or wide street in a general way, parallel with the river drive and a

few hundred feet from it, for the purpose of safeguarding the river drive in the

future from commercial traffic and especially from an electric railway. The lines

and width having been fixed by agreement or condemnation, the cost of construe-
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tion need not be incurred until it becomes for the interest of the land owners to

open the street. In addition, places for entering cross streets into the river drive

at reasonable intervals, should be studied and, if possible, fixed. This done, many
applications for farm and residence drivers into the river drive could be granted

so as to conform to future street intersections or at least to be properly spaced

a-ith reference to them. Likewise locations for storm drains, sewers and water

pipes could be more intelligently determined than without such a plan, and in

some cases street trees could be planted long in advance of the opening of streets.

Also lot lines and houses and barns could be located with due regard to future

cross streets. The other recommendation was that a set of restrictions, varying

doubtless in different places, should be adopted to control the development of

adjoining land in harmony with the purposes of the river drive. The most obvious

restriction would be as to building limit lines, but an even more important one

would have for its purpoise the prevention of factories and other commercial uses

of the areas best adapted to residential uses. Different restrictions would be

framed for areas intended by land owners for factory sites. In neither case need

farming be interfered with, until voluntarily discontinued. Various other re-

strictions will be Avorth discussing with land owners.

DuFFERix Islands.

A sketch plan was prepared to show what seems a desirable relocation of the

river drive to bring it close to the forebay of the Ontario Power Go's gatehouse.

If the idea is approved the actual construction may be deferred for years. The
main argument for this change is that it will afford more pleasure to visitors by

enabling them to command more fully the fine river views. The proposed line

may be objected to on the score of indirectness by persons using the public road

which climbs the bluff above Dufferin Channel to connect Avith Portage Road,

yet this objection should not count against the manifest advantage above indicated.

Electric Railway Bridges.

The three long through truss steel bridges used by the electric railway in

crossing channels among the Dufferin Islands are very ugly features in the charm-

ing local landscape. Fortunately they can be used to advantage in other places

in connection with the new power constructions, and the International Railway Co.

will replace them by small reinforced concrete bridges, the tops of which will rise

but little above the tracks, which will be a vast improvement in landscape effect

over the existing high truss bridges. It is to be hoped that an arrangement can

be made for adding a rock-faced limestone facing and parapet to these concrete

structures in order to harmonize them with the local landscape. The parapets

and openings should be level, not parallel with the rising grade of the tracks.

Revision of Banks of Dufferin Channel.

In previous reports, we have called attention to the monotonous and ugly

banks of Dufferin Channel made in connection with the construction of the drive

between the channel and the wooded bluff. A suggestive sketch has now been

submitted to indicate, in a general way, several slightly projecting points with

gentler grassy slopes between. If made more gentle, the slopes will not need riprap

or pitched stone protection above the water surface, but at the points a few big
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boulder-like masses of limestone, projecting slightly above the surface, will add

to the picturesque effect if the work is cleverly done in imitation of nature. The

intended effect will be still further increased by having a group of trees at each

of the points to contrast with the more open grassy and gentler slopes between

the points. An abundance of material for the filling is available from the spoil

banks, left during the recent construction of additional conduits by the Ontario

Power Co. Topsoil will, however, be more difficult to obtain, but a limited amount

of silt can be secured from the channel itself. It is also proposed to replace the

straight weirs by crooked ones carefully concealed by rustic stonework and boulders

in such a way as to closely resemble a natural ledge. The length of the weirs

can, at the same time, be reduced so as to be in scale with the comparatively small

Testing Narcissi.

flow of water. A sandy beach for the bathers is also indicated on the plan. The

time may come when boating should be provided for. The evident safety of this

branch of the main river would appeal to parents and others.

Spoil Banks.

The question of what to do with the ugly and obtrusive spoil banks left in

the park during the construction of additional as well as former conduits for the

power plant has again come up. A large part of them can be used to advantage

for filling out points and gentle slopes along the drive around Dufferin Channel.

Others must remain until some future time when the expense of their removal

can be afforded. Meanwhile, they should be concealed, as much as possible, at

moderate expense, by trees, shrubs and vines. A bed of good topsoil will be needed
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about the base of each spoil bank, at any rate on the side toward the river drive.

In this bed can be planted sterile grape vines, which are the biggest growing of

the vines that would be suitable and at the same time hardy and handsome. A
mixture of large growing species of hardy and good looking native shrubs, will

help to conceal the spoil banks and to diversify the effect. Special pits can be

excavated and filled with good earth for suitable trees, irregularly spaced and

not so near the shrub and vine bed as to kill the shrubs by shading them too heavily.

Landscape Break in Cliff Walk.

A break has occurred in the cliff walk and guard fence between the main

entrance and the falls due to a land slide. Such land slides are unfortunately

liable to occur almost anywhere and at any time along the crest of the gorge

—

not frequently—but often enough to be a source of anxiety to some visitors and

to persons more or less responsible for the safety of the arrangements made for

the accommodation of visitors. It would be a reasonable precaution to build the

walk along the cliff of reinforced continuous concrete slab, comhined with rein-

forced concrete cantilever beams connected with longitudinal beams of the same

construction. The cost of the reinforced slab construction would not be alarmingly

great. The cost of the reinforced beams would depend upon the spacing and upon

the strength aimed at. Any, or all of the beams would, under certain circumstances,

become cantilever beams and working together would carry an area of pavement

from under which the natural rock and earth had slid away. In case of any

ordinary land slide, the pavement would remain intact and it would be a simple

matter to fill the space under it with flat stones so that it would never slide again.

New Power House Spur Track.

The intention of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario to con-

struct a spur track, several miles long, from Queenston, along the left bank of

the Niagara River, to the site of the proposed power house in the lower gorge

gives rise to a sense of alarm at the ugliness of the resulting gash in the precipitous

wooded slope. Considering that this power house will be in a park—one of the

greatest and most important in the world—it would seem worth while to devise

some less conspicuous means of getting supplies to the power house. For instance,

a tunnel could be run in horizontally from the lower freight yard to a vertical

elevator in a shaft, the top of which would be in the upper freight yard. This

could be made adequate in size for one or more freight cars, so as to avoid re-

handling. A cheaper alternative would be an inclined railway following the talus

slope and tunneling through the cliff. This would disfigure the landscape some-

what, but with suitable provision of topsoil on each side of the exposed portion, it

could, in time, be mostly concealed by trees and by vines grown on a latticed arbor.

Assuming, however, that the railway will follow the river, the profile should be

such that the road bed will be mainly in fill. There will be plenty of rock available

to build a rustic, dry retaining wall along the down-hill side of the road bed.

In places a trestle may be required. Where cuts are unavoidable a dry stone wall

will greatly lessen the extent of the gash in the steep talus slope. By these means
a great many existing trees can be preserved, with due care on the part of the

construction gangs, and thereby the damage to the • valuable scenery greatly

mitigated.

EespectfuUy,

John C. Olmsted.
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Order-in-Council Approving Agreement with the Ontario Power Company
FOR Water Carrying Conduit No. 3,

Copy of an Order-in-Council, approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-

Crovernor, dated the 23rd day of April, A.D. 1920.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Attorney-General, the

Committee of Council advise that pursuant to The Queen Victoria Niagara Falls

Park Act, Chap. 50, R.S.O. 1914, Your Honour do approve of the accompanying
agreement bearing date 1st March, 1918, made between the Commissioners of

the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park of the First Part and the Ontario Power
Company of Niagara Falls of the Second Part, respecting the construction of works

and exercise of power within the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park.

Certified,

J. Lonsdale Capreol,

Clerk, Executive Council.

Agreement with the Ontario Power Company for Water Carrying Conduit
No. 3.

THIS AGREEMENT made in triplicate the first day of March, 1918

:

Between :

THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA
FALLS PARK (hereinafter called the Commissioners),

Of the First Part,

—and

—

THE ONTARIO POWER COMPANY OF NIAGARA FALLS (herein-

after called the Company),

Of the Second Part.

WHEREAS the Commissioners have agreed to allow the Company to con-

struct a temporary conduit in addition to conduits numbers 1 and 2, already

constructed in accordance with the terms of the several agreements between the

j)arties relating hereto, which said third conduit is hereinafter referred to as

Conduit Number 3.

NOW THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH AS FOLLOWS

:

1. The Commissioners agree with the Company that the Company may forth-

with proceed with the construction and installation of a third pipe or conduit,

131/^ feet in interjial diameter (hereinafter referred to as Conduit Number 3)

from a point at or near its forebay gate house, and following the route shown
on plan 10-e-l, and terminating in the surge tank as located on plan lO-d-5, and
with the construction of a surge tank as shown on said plan lO-d-84, together with
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the construction of an extension to the power house of the Company and steel

penstocks to connect the said pipe or conduit to 18,000 horse-power turbines

located in the said extension to the present power House, as shown on plan lO-d-3,

all of said plans namely, lO-d-5, lO-d-84, lO-d-3, and plan 10-e-l, being attached

hereto and forming part of this agreement.

2. The said conduit number 3 shall be laid by the Company in an open trench,

and all the material excavated from the said trench is to be deposited along the

sides of the same, but the Company shall completely back fill and adequately and
permanently restore the original surface over that section of the pipe or conduit

lying between the forebay gatehouse and the line of the production south westerly

of tlie south easterly wall of the Power house of the Electrical Development

Company, Limited, and also over -that section of the pipe or conduit lying between

Table Eock House and the said surge tank. Except as otherwise provided herein

all excavated material is to be temporarily removed and deposited within the areas

shown in red on plan 10-e-l.

3. During the construction of the works hereinbefore provided for, the Com-
pany shall take at its own expense all such measures for the protection of (first)

the power plants of the Power Companies within the Park as may be considered

necessary by the Commissioners or by the officer in charge of the Military Forces

engaged in the protection of the said power plants, and, (second) the Water Works
Intake and plant of the Corporation of the City of Xiagara Falls within the Park,

and also the property of all other lessees or licensees of the Commissioners within

the Park as may be considered necessary by the Commissioners; and in case of

any default by the Company in carrying out the provisions of this paragraph,

the Commissioners shall have the right to make good the default of the Company
from time to time, and the Company shall pay to the Commissioners all such

expenses as the Commissioners may incur in respect thereof.

4. The Company shall transplant all trees and shrubs, which shall in the

opinion of the Park Superintendent be necessary in connection with the construc-

tion of the work, and shall bear the entire cost of so doing. No trees or shrubs

shall be destroyed except with the approval of -the Commissioners. The Company
shall trim the banks of the said trench where the same is left open, and the

excavated material therefrom, so that the same will as far as possible present a

neat and tidy appearance, and quick growing shrubs, vines and grass shall be

planted at the expense of theCompany to cover the exposed surfaces of the excavated

material to the satisfaction of the Commissioners.
"

5. In handling the material excavated from the trench, the Company shall

separate the good surface soil from the other material, and deposit the surface

soil at convenient points adjacent to the trench (and the Commissioners may
designate such convenient points). The Company shall upon the completion of

the works use such portion of the said surface soil as the Commissioners may
direct in restoring the surface over the pipe or conduit at the two ends where the

same is to be back filled, and the remainder of the good surface soil, if any, is to

remain until the final restoration of the surface disturbed by the conduit con-

struction is undertaken.

6. Within five years from the date hereof, or at such sooner time as the

Company may desire, the surge tank and such portions of the pipe or conduit

as have not been back filled as herein provided shall be dismantled and removed

from the Park, and the original surface of the Park fully restored, and all trees
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and shrubs removed and re-transplanted at the expense of the Company to the

satisfaction of the Commissioners.

7. The Company shall upon the completion of the extension of the said Power
House clear up and remove all debris or unsightly material, and if the said exten-

sion of the Power House is removed at the expiration of the said period of five

years, shall fill up the excavation and clear up the site thereof, so that the same
will present a neat and tidy appearance to the satisfaction of the Commi,ssioners.

8. The Company at its own expense construct across the said open trench

temporary foot and vehicular bridges of a neat and artistic design suitable for

the pas.sage of the foot or vehicular traffic lawfully using the said Park at such

points along the open trench as may be designated by the Commissioners, and shall

during the period covered by this agreement keep such temporary bridges in

proper repair.

9. The Company shall have the right during the period of five years from
the date hereof to divert the waters of the Xiagara Eiver through the said pipe

or conduit Number 3, and to develop power therefrom by the means aforesaid at

the Company's power house, and the Company shall pay to the Commissioners

for the power generated by means of the water so diverted at the rates fixed in

the agreement between the parties hereto, dated the 28th June, 1902, and as an
addition to the amounts now payable for power generated thereunder.

10. All the work to be done and executed by the Company in order to carry

out the construction as hereinbefore provided and the manner in which the same
may from time to time be proposed to be performed or varied shall before being

commenced be submitted to the Commissioners, accompanied by plans, profiles

and specifications, as the case may require, and sliall be carried out and completed

in such a manner as to secure as far as possible a degree of harmony in outline

and treatment compatible with the location and with the works in a public park.

11. All provisions of the agreement dated 28th June. 1902, between the

parties hereto, in so far as the same govern the construction of works, the method
of carrying out the same and the approval of the Commissioners in so far

as the same are not inconsistent with the temporary nature of the works
provided for in this agreement, shall apply to the works hereby undertaken in-

cluding the removal of the said pipe or conduit at the expiration of the time
herein limited, and the restoration of the surface of the park.

12. At the expiration of the said period of five years from the date hereof,

or sooner if the Company should remove the said pipe or conduit number 3, all

the rights of the Company to the use of conduit number 3, or to develop power
through the agency thereof from the waters of the Xiagara Eiver within the Park
thereby shall cease and come to an end.

13. And the Company shall indemnify the Commissioners from all claims or

demands by any person or persons whomsoever, whether arising by reason of any
injury to persons or property or those lawfully using or being upon the Park
premises during the construction of the works hereby authorized and their main-
tenance during the period covered by this agreement, or by reason of the exercise

by the Company of the rights and powers conferred on them by this agreement
or by reason of anything done by the Company in the exercise thereof affecting

any property, rights or privileges heretofore by the Commissioners granted to or

conferred upon any person or persons whomsoever or enjoyed, used or exercised

by any such person or persons under the Commissioners: it being the intention

of this agreement that should the Company in the exercise of the rights hereby
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granted so affect any property, rights or privileges granted by or enjoyed under

the Commissioners, the Company shall fully indemnify the Commissioners in

respect thereof, and in the event of any claims or demands as aforesaid being

preferred before or in any tribunal, whether in a Court or by proceedings or

arbitration against the Commissioners, or for the Commissioners, or in their name,

the Company undertakes and agrees to intervene on behalf of the Commissioners

and defend the same or take such action in the premises at the cost and charges

of the Company ; the Commissioners conferring upon the Company all such rights

and powers to act in their name and in their behalf in the premises.

14. This agreement shall have no force or effect until approved by the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands

and seals.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVEEED

In the presence of

John H. Jackson.

E. C. Settell.

QUEEN yiCTOEIA NIAGARA
FALLS PAEK COMMISSIONERS.

(Seal)

P. W. Ellis,

Chairman.

THE ONTARIO POWER COM-
PANY OF NIAGARA FALLS.

A. Beck,

President.

W. W. Pope,

Secretary.

(Seal)

Report of the Royal Commission Upon the Rights of the Electrical

Development Company to Divert Water and Generate Power.

To His Honour The Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario,

in Council.

May it Please Your Honour:

By order of Your Honour of July 25th, 1917, in pursuance of subsection 1

of section 13 of the Water Power Regulation Act, 1917, (7 George V., Ch. 22)

we were appointed as Commissioners to hold an inquiry under The Public

Enquiries Act, and report to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to,
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(a) The quantity of water in cubic feet per second which the said The
Electrical Development Company of Ontario, Limited, is entitled to divert or use

;

(&) The amount of power in horse-power which such Company is entitled to

generate or develop

;

(c) The extent, if any, by which the capacity of the Works installed or

equipped by such Company exceeds the amount of power in horse-power which
such Company is entitled to develop or generate;

(d) The price and terms and conditions upon which, having regard to all

the circumstances and to the rights of such Company as ascertained by the Com-
missioners, the power, to the extent of such excess, should be delivered to the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario as provided in section 13 of the

Water Powers Regulation Act, 1916 ; and
(e) Such other matters connected with or arising out of the subject matter

of the reference as the Commissioners may deem expedient.

Pursuant thereto, we proceeded to hold the enquiry, and before us appeared

Mr, George H, Kilmer, K.C., and Mr, C. C. Eobinson representing the Attorney-

General of the Province of Ontario, the Commissioners for the Queen Victoria

Niagara Falls Park and (with Mr. W. W. Pope) the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario; Mr. D. L. McCarth}-, K.C., and Mr. H. J. Scott, K.C., repre-

senting The Electrical Development Company of Ontario, Limited; and Mr- A. W.
Anglin, K.C., representing the National Trust Company Limited, Trustees under

a bond mortgage made by the Electrical Development Company of Ontario,

Limited.

For reasons which they stated and which will appear from the stenographer's

report of the proceedings, Mr. McCarthy, Mr. Scott and Mr. Anglin, before any
witnesses were called, withdrew from the proceedings. At a later stage and after

some evidence had been taken, Mr. W. N". Tilley, K.C., appeared before us represent-

ing Messrs, Howe, Snow, Corrigan, and Bortles, of Grand Rapids, in the State of

Michigan, who, he said, had sold bonds of the company and represented bond-

holders, and from that time onward he was present at the proceedings.

The enquiry was continued during several sessions; and such witnesses were

called and heard and such evidence and argument submitted as the parties repre-

sented desired to offer.

We also had the advantage of going through and examining and inspecting the

power house and pl-ant of The Electrical Development Company of Ontario, Limited,

at Niagara Falls. The operating part of this plant comprises eleven generating

units (turbines, generators, etc.) which, for convenience of reference, are numbered
from 1 to 11 respectively. Four of these (numbers 8 to 11 inclusive) were in-

stalled in 1904, three in 1910, and four in 1912; the capacity of each of the

units 8 to 11 being less than that of each of the other units. Each unit has a safe

operating capacity in excess of what is called its capacity stated by its manu-
facturer, that excess being roughly speaking about twenty-five per cent, over the

rated capacity.

Each of these units requires 300 horse-power to bring the turbine and the

machinery and generator connected with it up to the point where they begin to

produce or develop power for commercial use—power that can be made use

of otherwise than for the purpose of such speeding up and excitation; this 300

horse-power is constant, being necessary not only to bring the unit to the point

where it will develop power for commercial use but also to maintain it at that

stage. This we mention by way of explanation of the difference between what
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ha® been referred to in the evidence as wheel power (power at the turbines includ-

ing, the 300 horse-power already mentioned) and electrical horse-power (power

at the generator switch board ready for use commercially by customers and others

to whom it may be delivered).

Our answers to the questions submitted to us are as follows

:

(a) The number of second feet of water, that is cubic feet of water per

second, required to develop 125,000 honse-power varies according to the head under

which the works are operated, and is as follows:

At 135 feet head 10,512 second feet

At 136 feet head 10,430 second feet

At 138 feet head 10,287 second feet

At 140 feet head 10,132 second feet

At 142 feet head 9,996 second feet

At 144 feet head 9,860 second feet

At 146 feet head 9,715 second feet

At 148 feet head ., 9,518 second feet

and our conclusion is that it may be taken that the Company is entitled to use

10,512 second feet of water-

(&) We find that the Company is not entitled at any time to develop more

than 125,000 horse-power for commercial use, and that the contention that it may
exceed that amount if the average quantity used does not exceed 125,000 horse-

power is not well founded.

Horse-power for commercial use means, in our opinion, that available for

disposition to customers, and does not include the power necessary to be developed

in order to make ready to deliver horse-power from the generators or switchboard.

We find that under the terms of the contract, the Company- is entitled to

develop 125,000 horse-power not at the wheel, but at the generator. It is necessary

as has already been said, to use 300 horse-power per unit for eleven units for the

purpose of speeding up and exciting before there is produced horse-power for

commercial use.

The question was raised as to whether for the purpose of production of

pneumatic horse-power or other horse-power than electrical, more water is required

than for the production of electrical horse-power, and we directed that evidence

should be given as to this, and it was given; and it establishes, as we find, that

no more water is required for the development of pneumatic or other horse-power

than for the production of electrical horse-power.

(c) We find that the capacity of the works installed or equipped by the

Company is 150,000 horse-power for commercial use, which exceeds by 25,000

liorse-power the amount of horse-power which the Company is entitled to develop

or generate for that purpose, «

(d) Having regard to the circumstances and present conditions, should the

Company be ordered to deliver to the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

such excess power or energy, we are of opinion and we find that a reasonable

price for such excess power or energy is $9.00 per horse-power per annum, calcu-

lated on the average amount of such excess so delivered to and taken by the

Commission in each year.
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In stating this price it is not to be taken as expressing an}- opinion as to

the rights or liabilities of the parties in respect of any power or energ}' that may
heretofore have been developed by the Company in excess of 125,000 horse-power.

All of which is respectfully submitted-

(Sgd.) W. R. Meredith,

(Sgd.) R. F. Sutherland,

(Sgd.) H. T. Kelly.

Dated at Osgoode Hall, Toronto,

April 25th, 1918.

Agreement with the Maid of the Mist Steamboat Company for

Landing Privileges.

THIS INDENTURE made (in triplicate) the 1st day of June, in the year

of our Lord one thousand, nine hundred and eighteen.

IX PURSUANCE OF THE ACT RESPECTING SHORT FORMS OF
LEASES.

Between :

>

THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA
FALLS PARK, hereinafter called "The Commissioners,"

The Lessors of the First Pajrt,

;
—and

—

THE MAID OF THE MIST STEAMBOAT COMPANY, a Corporation

duly incorporated under the laws of the State of New York, the certifi-

cate of incorporation whereof is filed and recorded in the office of the

Secretary of State, at the City of Albany, on the 20th day of Februarj-,

1892,hereinafter called " The Company,"

The Lessees of the Second Part.

WITNESSETH that in consideration of the yearly rents, covenants and

conditions hereinafter reserved and contained on the part of the said Company,
their successors and assigns, to be paid, observed and performed, they, the said

Commissioners, have leased and by these presents do lease unto the said Company,
their successors and assigns all those parcels of land within the Queen Victoria

Niagara Falls Park and in the City of Niagara Falls, and Province of Ontario,

being the wharves, marine railway and buildings shown on the plan hereto

annexed, and including the winter storage of vessels together with the right of

ingress and egress by the present ways or any ways that may be substituted by

the Commissioners from time to time to and from the lands and property hereby

leased; (reserving to the Commissioners and to all other persons entitled to the

privileges of the Park the right to pass and repass over the area shown on the

said map annexed).
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TOGETHER with all the rights, members and appurtenances whatsoever

to the said lands and premises belonging or appertaining; to have and to hold

the said hereby leased premises, for and during the term of one year commencing

the first day of January, one thousand, nine hundred and eighteen and so on from

year to year; provided always that the Commissioners may terminate the said

term at the end of any year, including the first year, by giving notice in writing

to the Company at least three months before the end of the said year which is to

end the said lea^e-

YIELDING AND PAYING THEREFOR yearly and every year during the

said term hereby granted unto the said Commissioners and their successors, the

sum of one thousand dollars of lawful money of Canada payable on the first day

of August in each and every year during the continuance of the said term.

The said Company hereby covenant and agree with the said Commissioners

that in consideration of the premises, and of the leasing and letting by the said

Commissioners to the said Company of the lands above named for the term hereby

created (and it is upon that express understanding that these presents are entered

into) that, notwithstanding anything contained in Section Thirty of Chapter one

hundred and seventy of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1897, or in any other

section of said Act, that none of the goods or chattels of the said Company at any
time during the continuance of the term hereby created on said demised premises,

shall be exempt from levy by distress for rent in arrears by said Company as

provided for by said Section of said Act above named, and that upon any claim

being made by the said Commissioners this covenant and agreement may be pleaded

as an estoppel against said Company in any action brought to test the right to the

levying upon any such goods as are named as exempted in said section. Said

Company waiving as they hereby do, all and every benefit that could or might
have accrued to them under and by virtue of the said section of the said Act^

but for the above covenant

:

AND THE SAID COMPANY for themselves, their successors and assigns

hereby covenant with the said Commissioners and their successors to pay rent,

and to pay taxes and to repair (reasonable wear, tear and damage by fire, lightning

and tempest only excepted) :

AND that the said Commissioners may enter and view state of repair:

AND that the Company will repair according to notice (except as aforesaid)

and will not assign or sublet without leave

:

AND will not carry on any business but that incidental to Ferry Landing
and Excursion business, and without restricting the general meaning of the pre-

ceding words will not carry on any restaurant, curiosity or photograph or any
other business that shall be deemed by the Commissioners to be an annoyance

or nuisance on said premises, or by which the insurance on said premises will

be increased:

AND that they will leave the premises in good repair.

It is admitted by the Company that one of the chief duties of the Com-
missioners is to provide for and preserve the scenic and general features of

Queen Victoria Park as a public park of which the premises form part, and in

order to insure such object, the Company covenants with the Commissioners to

at all times during the said term keep the said premises, including all buildings

and erections thereon, in a neat and tidy condition and so as to present an appear-

ance that shall not in the opinion of the Commissioners be unsightly or injuriously

affect the scenic and general appearance of the Park. And in case at any time
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or times the Company has not or is not complying with this covenant (as to which

the opinion of the Commissioners shall be final) and the Company shall for a

period of three weeks fail to remedy the default as specified by the Commissioners

by notice in writing, the Commissioners shall have the right to declare this lease

at an end and shall thereupon be immediately entitled to possession thereof:

AND ALSO that if the term hereby granted shall be at any time seized or

taken in execution or in attachment, by any creditor of the said Company, or if

the said Company shall make any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or

becoming bankrupt or insolvent shall take the benefit of any Act that may be

in force for bankrupt or insolvent debtors, the then current year's rent shall

immediately become due and payable and the said term shall immediately become

forfeited and void

:

Proviso for re-entry by the said Commissioners on non-payment of rent, or

on non-performance of covenants, or seizure or forfeiture of the said term for

any of the causes aforesaid

:

The said Commissioners covenant with the said Company for quiet enjoyment,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties above named have affixed their re-

spective corporate seals, on the day and year first above mentioned.

Witness: •

LorA S. Avery.

MAID OF THE MIST STEAM-
BOAT CO.

Frank LaBlond, President.

I Ann E. Rae, Sec'y-Treas.

W. H. CooKMAN^ Manager.

(Seal)

QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA
FALLS PARK COMMISSIONERS.

P. W. Ellis, Chairma/n.

(Seal)

Order-in-Council Approving Agreement with the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario for Welland River Intake.

Copy of an Order-in-Council, approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-

Governor, dated the 23rd day of April, A.D. 1920.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Attorney-General, the

Committee of Council advise that pursuant to The Queen Victoria Niagara Falls

Park Act, Chap- 50, R.S.O. 1914, Your Honour do approve of the accompanying
agreement bearing date the 20th day of September, 1918, made between the

Commissioners of the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park of the First Part and
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario of the Second Part, respecting

the construction of works by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

at the mouth of the Welland River, and the exercise of powers conferred by an
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Act of the Ontario Legislature passed in the sixth year of the reign of His
Majesty King George V., Chap. 20, to construct works for purpose of diverting

the waters of the Niagara River, Welland River and tributary waters.

Certified,

J. Lonsdale Capreo];^,

Cleric^ Executive Council.

Agreement with the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario for
Welland River Intake.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made this 20th day of September,

1918:

Eetween :

THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA
FALLS PARK (hereinafter called the Park Commissioners),

Of the First Part,

—and

—

THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION OF ONTARIO
(hereinafter called the Hydro Commission),

Of the Second Part.

WHEREAS the Hydro Commission are authorized by an Act of the Ontario

Legislature passed in the sixth year of the reign of His Majesty King George V,

Chapter 20, to construct works for the purpose of diverting the waters of the

Niagara River, Welland River and tributary waters or any of them, and conveying

the same by aqueduct, conduit or canal or any other form from a point on the

Welland River or Niagara River above the cataract, and discharging such waters

into the Niagara River for the purpose of developing electrical or pneumatic

power or energy;

AND WHEREAS the proposed construction of the Hydro Commission in

pursuance of the said powers at the mouth of the Welland River crosses the boule-

vard and other lands of the Park Commissioners at the mouth of the Welland

River, including land covered by water as shown on the map or plan of the said

work prepared by the Hydro Commission which is attached hereto;

AND WHEREAS the Hydro Commission have requested the Park's Com-
mission to allow the Hydro Commission the use of the lands as provided by the

said plan and the changes in the same as called for by the construction of the

works as shown on the said plan

;

NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED:

1. The Hydro Commission may enter upon the lands of the Park Commission

at the mouth of the Welland River and construct thereon works for the Intake
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of the Power Canal and the Power Canal of the Hydro Commission; said works

being shown on the general plan hereto attached and signed by the parties hereto,

which plan is hereby made a part of this agreement, and the Hydro Commission
shall have the right thereafter to utilize the said works for the purpose of an
Intake and Power Canal; and to enter from time to time upon the lands of the

Park Commission adjacent thereto as may be necessary to operate and keep in

repair the said Intake and Canal;

2. The Hydro Commission shall at all times during the construction of the

^id Intake and Power Canal upon the lands of the Park Commission provide a

. safe and convenient roadway for vehicles, foot-passengers and all travel lawful upon
the said Boulevard, connecting the said Boulevard from north to south of the

said Intake and Caif&l and so carry on the said works as to cause as little incon-

venience as possible to persons lawfully using the said Boulevard;

3- The Hydro Commission shall deposit all spoil or waste material which
is on or near the said boulevard at such places and in such manner as may be

approved of by the Park Commissioners, and generally shall so construct and
leave the Intake and Power Canal over the lands of the Park Commissioners and
in the vicinity thereof, in such condition as to secure, as far as possible, a degree

of harmony in outline and treatment compatible with the general scheme of the

Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park and Boulevard;

4. The Hydro Commission shall make and construct all necessary permanent
works to continue the said boulevard from the north to the south side of the

said Intake and Power Canal according to plans to be approved of by the Park
Commissioners and so as to provide a safe roadway for all travel by persons and
vehicles over the same, and shall from time to time repair and keep in repair

and reconstruct when necessary the said portion of the said boulevard during the

use of the said Intake and Power Canal by the Hydro Commission, and the

Hydro Commission shall bear and pay all cost of such construction, repair and
reconstruction

;

5. The Park Commissioners shall not be liable for any loss or damage caused

to any person or property by reason of the construction of the said Intake or

Power Canal or by the Hydro Commission in the construction of the said works,

or in the construction, repair or reconstruction of the said boulevard, or for any
damage to any person or property by reason of the want of repair of the said

portion of the said boulevard, and the Hydro Commission shall indemnify and
save harmless the Park Commissioners its servants or agents and all their property

for and against any claim or demand made by any party whomsoever for or on
account of any injury, loss or damage for which under the provisions of this

agreement the Park Commissioners shall not be liable;

6. This agreement shall not affect any right or claim of the Park Com-
missioners against the Hydro Commission for the value of any lands of the Park
Commissioners taken or used by the Hydro Commission, or any property of the

Park Commissioners injured or destroyed during the construction of these works,

but due and proper compensation therefor shall be paid by the Hydro Commission
to the Park Commissioners such compensation to be ascertained, in case the parties

hereto fail to agree as to the amount of the same, by arbitration under the pro-

visions of the Public Works Act

;

7. This agreement or the consent of the Park Commissioners to the said

works shall not prejudice or affect in any way the right of the Park Commissioners
as riparian owners to compensation for the diversion of the waters of the Niagara
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River, by way of the said Intake and Power Canal, but all and any compensation

whether by way of rental or otherwise and the full right thereto is hereby expressly

preserved to the Park Commissioners;

8.—This agreement shall have no force or effect until approved by the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council;

IN" WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands

and seals;

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED

in the presence of

THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER
COMMISSION OF ONTARIO.

(Seal)

A. Beck, Chairman.

W. W. Pope, Secretary.

QUEEN VICTORIA NIAGARA
FALLS PARK.

(Seal)

P. W. Ellis, Chairman.

John H. Jackson, Secretary.
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